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The River Irwell at Kearsley 
Flood Risk Management 
Scheme 



What has been done so far 



Difficult ground conditions i.e. shallow bedrock 

Impact of construction process on nearby properties  and how to mitigate against these 

Scale of works to ensure the scheme is delivered safety for contractors and residents 

Proximity of properties restricting access for construction 

Challenges  



Options Appraisal



Option Title Not Viable because

1 Construct a bund above slope Additional load and increased height will decrease stability of 
slope

2 Construct a flood wall above slope Additional load and increased height will decrease stability of 
slope 

3 Offset flood wall with slope regrade Regrading makes the slope more stable. Adding extra load is 
more viable but this option would demolish 18 houses which 
makes it unviable 

4 Construct a flood wall above slope with 
piles and rock-bags to stabilise slope, plus 
small slope regrade 

Rock bags at the bottom of slope to provide stability, this 
makes adding the flood wall viable if founded on concrete 
piles. Access constraints for large plant results in complicated 
construction sequencing  

5 Construct a flood wall above slope with 
piles and soil nails to stabilise slope, plus 
small slope regrade

Soil nails at the bottom of bank provide stability. Potential 
clash between soil nails and piles makes installation difficult. 
Cofferdam will be needed increasing the risk 

6 Construct embedded retaining wall using 
sheet piles 

Risk of more slope eroding into the river causing instability. 
Access issues as large excavators required

7 Redi Rock block, flood wall defence built 
along the riverside with infill 

Soil nails provide stability to the bank. Potential clash between 
soil nails and piles makes installation difficult



Options 8- Current Investigation- Flood Wall, Soil Nails and Rock Bags

Looking at a combination of 
methods to provide slope 
stability to build a wall 

Currently working with CAN, a 
specialist soil nailing contractor, 
to carry out further ground 
investigations and soil nail 
testing to determine if this 
design can be progressed 
further



Pre-vegetation   Established Vegetation



Natural Flood 
Management that 
has been done in 
the catchment 
upstream of 
Kearsley  


